Software Engineer

Full Time position in Valencia, SPAIN / Remote

What's the job?

We are looking for a software engineer to join our team in providing life-changing services for rural homes in sub-Saharan Africa and Asia. We make software that allows distributors to provide those essential services affordably using mobile payments to over 70,000 people, adding hundreds more every month.

We hope to do a lot more with an extra person onboard! In particular we're looking for someone to help us offer more services in more countries by developing integrations with more product manufacturers (e.g. solar water pumps, agricultural tools, etc.) as well as with more telcos (to use mobile payment services and send SMS to the clients).

We are looking for:

Smart people
... who are software engineers
... and are excited to learn new things
... who are independent
... and work well with others

It's best if you already know Python and have some practical software architecture and integration. It's also better if you have experience with Agile processes, CI, Docker and Kubernetes. Bonus points if you also like UI/UX design or data mining. If you're missing some of that and think you still have the chops, we say go for it.

What's the deal?

You can move to Valencia, Spain where we have an office 5 min from the beach, which we think is pretty cool. Or you can choose to work remotely and go to Valencia once in a while for special events.

Apply!

Send us a quick email (jointheteam@solarisoffgrid.com) with your resume and tell us why you're excited to join us.

If you want to know a bit more about what we are doing you can check our website: www.solarisoffgrid.com and www.paygops.com